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Besides this document, we also encourage the readers to watch the
video to see multi-view renderings.

A EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Refinement Network For the refinement network, during train-
ing, we first apply the same random perspective transformation
to both the reference image IREF and synthesized SR image ISR
at the same pose to generate additional 199 pairs to form the set
{(I ′

REF,I
′
SR)𝑖 }

200
𝑖=1 for data augmentation. We use the RandomPer-

spective transformation in Pytorch to augment a patch during train-
ing, which transforms an image with perspective transformation
and simulates the depth warping in the testing phase. Perspective
transformation may not work well if the depths of the pixels in a
patch have a large distinction, which rarely happens since the patch
sizes are small. In each iteration, we first randomly select one pair
(I ′

REF,I
′
SR) and crop the input patch and ground truth patch both

at position 𝑝 . The reference patches are randomly sampled from
the square centered at 𝑝 with side length 128 at IREF. For upscale
of ×2 and ×4, the refinement network is trained for 3 and 8 epochs,
each contains 500,000 patches.

B ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Before refine

After refine

Figure 1: An example of refinement comparison for magnifi-
cation of 2 for flower. Although the PSNR is decreased from
29.23 dB to 29.01 dB after refinement, see how it still improves
visual quality.

Average Kernel We present additional comparison between “aver-
age” kernel on blender dataset in Figure 2. It is clear that symmetric
“average” kernel produces better results than asymmetric kernel.

Ground Truth Symmetric Asymmetric

Figure 2: Visual results when both the downscalemethod and
supervision signal are “average” (Input resolution is 100 ×
100 and upscaled by 4). Compared to asymmetric operation,
symmetric averaged downscale and upscale produce more
detailed super-resolution novel view synthesis.

Additional Renderings Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows additional
static results on blender and LLFF dataset.

Refinement Wementioned in the main text that the improvement
of PSNR is not significant for magnification of 2 on LLFF dataset.
We think it might because that supersampling already learns a
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Figure 3: Mip-NeRF can synthesis reasonable novel views
on trained resolution (left) but failed to generalize to higher
resolutions (right).

reasonable geometry from multi-view images and the refinement
only improves more subtle details. See Figure 1 for an example.

Mip-NeRF We have experimented on Mip-NeRF [1], a variant of
NeRF that replaces the positional encoding (PE) in NeRF with inte-
grated positional encoding (IPE). However, our experiments shows
that IPE fails to generalize to resolutions higher that that of input
images and only produce poor results (See Figure 3). Explanations
from the author can be found at Mip-NeRF Github Repo.

C ADVERSARIAL TRAINING
The goal of the refinement process is to learn high-frequency details
of reference images. Therefore, we have also considered using ad-
versarial training [2] which has been employed in image-to-image
translation [3], image super-resolution [4] for its ability to align
one distribution to another. We treat NeRF as a generator and add
an additional patch discriminator that takes as input patches from
generator and reference images, expecting NeRF to generate images
indistinguishable from HR references. However, the size of input
patches are restricted by memory limitations and GAN struggles to
provide meaningful guidance while introducing unignorable arti-
facts. The attempt to train a separate discriminator and freeze the
weights when training with NeRF is also not successful.
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Figure 4: Additional Renderings on blender dataset for magnification of 4.
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Figure 5: Additional Renderings on LLFF dataset for magnification of 4.
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